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Genreflecting
After the crime is over, the real drama begins. That's
what this riveting collection proves as it carries us
from the Salem witch trials to Depression-era Chicago
to today's highest-stakes legal dramas. These are
thrilling stories of lawyers under pressure, of criminals
facing the needle, and of the heartbroken families
who hope for justice and who sometimes take it into
their own hands. In James Grippando's "Death,
Cheated," a lawyer defends his ex-girlfriend against
the investors who bet $1.5 million on her death. In
Barbara Parker's "A Clerk's Life," a disillusioned clerk
at a corporate law firm suspects the worst of his
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colleagues when one of the firm's employees is
murdered. In Phyllis Cohen's "Designer Justice," an
accused murderer thinks he's lucked out when he
lands a high-priced lawyer, only to learn that there
are worse fates than being found guilty. A pageturning collection--filled with shocking twists, doublecrosses, and edge-of-your-seat suspense.

The Bone Vault
The Stranger You Seek
Watch out, Nancy Drew! Move over, Theo Boone!
Devlin Quick is smart, strong, and she will DEFINITELY
close the case in this thrilling new mystery series for
girls and boys fromNew York Timesbestselling author
Linda Fairstein. Someone has stolen a page from a
rare book in the New York Public Library. At least,
that's what Devlin's friend Lizathinksshe's seen, but
she can't be sure. Any other kid might not see a crime
here, but Devlin Quick is courageous and confident,
and she knows she has to bring this man to justiceeven if it means breathlessly racing around the city to
collect evidence. But who is this thief? And what could
the page-an old map-possibly lead to? With her wits,
persistence, and the help of New York City's finest
(and, okay, a little bit of help from her police
commissioner mother, too), Dev and her friends piece
the clues together to uncover a mystery that's bigger
than anyone expected-and more fun, too. With all of
the heart-pounding excitement that made her
internationally bestselling Alexandra Cooper series a
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hit, Linda Fairstein paves the way for another
unstoppable heroine . . . even if she is only twelve.

Killer Look
Contraband cargo-young and female-from a wrecked
Ukraine freighter washes up on Rockaway Beach. But
one victim died before she even hit the dark waters of
the Atlantic. Only one other story has the power to
grab New York ADA Alexandra Cooper's attention-that
of a New York congressman's dive into disgrace
following a sordid sex scandal. When Alexandra
discovers that the freighter victim and the
congressman's lover are connected in a way that
simply can't be coincidence, it strikes her that these
cases aren't as unrelated as they seem. She unearths
a secret that will not only shatter the entire political
landscape of New York, but expose Alexandra to the
darkest, most dangerous, and most profoundly
disturbing revelation of her career. Watch a Video

Mystery Writers of America Presents The
Prosecution Rests
Park ranger Anna Pigeon is enjoying the open spaces
of Colorado when she receives an urgent call. A young
woman has been injured while exploring a cave in
New Mexico?s Carlsbad Cavern Park. Before she can
be pulled to safety, she sends for her friend Anna.
Only one problem: a crushing fear of confined spaces
has kept Anna out in the open her whole life.

Blood Oath
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From New York Times bestselling author and famed
former Manhattan prosecutor Linda Fairstein comes a
chilling new Alexandra Cooper novel in which Alex
matches wits with the master of detective fiction
himself—Edgar Allan Poe Workers demolishing a
nineteenth-century brownstone where Edgar Allan
Poe once lived discover a human skeleton entombed
-- standing -- behind a brick wall. When sex crimes
prosecutor Alexandra Cooper hears about the case, it
strikes her as a classic Poe sceneexcept that forensic
evidence shows that this young woman died within
the last twenty-five years. Meanwhile, Alex's old
nemesis the Silk Stocking Rapist is once again
terrorizing Manhattan's Upper East Side. The attacks
soon escalate to murder, and the search leads Alex
and detectives Mercer Wallace and Mike Chapman to
the city's stunning Bronx Botanical Gardens. There, an
enigmatic librarian presides over the Raven Society, a
group devoted to the work of Poe. In exploring the
fabled writer's tormented life for clues, Alex will cross
paths with a cunning killer and face some of the
greatest challenges of her career. Entombed is
masterful, exhilarating crime fiction from one of crime
writing's most dazzling stars.

Deadfall
New York Times bestselling author Linda Fairstein is
at her explosive best as she plunges into the
byzantine world of New York City’s most powerful and
sacred institutions—and unearths the most sinister of
secrets… Prosecutor Alexandra Cooper has been
called to a Harlem Baptist Church, where a woman
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has been decapitated and set on fire on the church
steps—with the imprint of a Star of David necklace
seared into her flesh. Then a second body is found at
a cathedral in Little Italy. Alex is blind to the sick and
inconceivable motives feeding a particularly vicious
serial killer—until she mines the depths of the city’s
vast and serpentine religious history. What Alex
follows is a dangerous path that takes her far beyond
the scope of her investigation, and directly into the
path of a frightening and inescapable truth.

Flesh and Bone
Provides synopses for over 1,500 titles of current
popular fiction and recommends other books by such
criteria as authors, characters portrayed, time period,
geographical setting, or genre

Allez Allez Allez
When Assistant District Attorney Alexandra Cooper is
summoned to Tina Barr's apartment on Manhattan's
Upper East Side, she finds a neighbour convinced that
the young woman has been assaulted. But the
terrified victim, a conservator of rare books and
maps, denies that and refuses to co-operate with Alex
and the police investigators. Tina disappears, and
then another woman is found murdered in the same
apartment, with an extremely valuable book at her
side. The book has probably been stolen, but from
whom and how? Pursuing the murderer Alex is drawn
into the strange and privileged world of rich and
secretive book collectors, where avarice and greed is
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as strong an inheritance as wealth.. In a beguiling mix
and history and suspense Linda Fairstein takes
readers on a breath-taking ride through collections of
beautiful first editions, supposedly 'lost' atlases, and
deep into the hidden rooms and tunnels of the great
New York Public Library.

Bad Blood
When she is offered the chance to catch a serial killer
who has eluded the police for years, former FBI
profiler and alcoholic Keye Street begins a cat-andmouse chase with an adversary who has taken a
personal interest in her.

Crochet In No Time
This critically acclaimed, explosive thriller is a book
only prosecutor Linda Fairstein could write. Patricia
Cornwall knows the morgue; John Grisham knows the
courtroom; but no one knows the inner workings of
the D.A.'s office like Linda Fairstein, renowned for two
decades as head of Manhattan Sex Crimes Unit. Now
that world comes vividly to life in a brilliant debut
novel of shocking realism, powerful insight, and
searing suspense. Alexandra Cooper, Manhattan's top
sex crimes prosecutor, awakens one morning to
shocking news: a tabloid headline announcing her
own brutal murder. But the actual victim was Isabella
Lascar, the Hollywood film star who sought refuge at
Alex's Martha's Vineyard retreat. Was Isabella
targeted by a stalker or -- mistaken for Alex -- was she
in the wrong place at the wrong time? In an
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investigation that twists from the back alleys of lower
Manhattan to the chic salons of the Upper East Side.
Alex knows she's in final jeopardyand time is running
out. She has to get into the killer's head before the
killer gets to her.

Sequels
Hunting a killer within New York’s urban jungle
becomes the biggest case of Alexandra Cooper’s
career in New York Times bestselling author Linda
Fairstein’s latest riveting thriller. A wild heart beats
within New York City. Amid concrete and skyscrapers,
the Wildlife Conservation Society works to preserve
and protect the animal kingdom both within and
beyond the borders of the five boroughs. But
dangerous creatures don't always have claws and
fangs, as Assistant DA Alexandra Cooper and NYPD
detectives Mike Chapman and Mercer Wallace know
all too well. Predators lurk close to home, and in the
aftermath of the shocking assassination of an iconic
public figure—someone Alex has worked with for
years—the trio must unravel the motive behind the
shooting to discover who is the bigger snake: the
killer or the victim. The murder investigation provides
more questions than answers, as a tangled mess of
secrets slowly comes to light. From street gangs to
secret societies, from big-game hunting to the illegal
animal trade, from New York City zoos to the highest
offices in city government, Alex has her work cut out
for her—especially since the task force handling the
investigation, led by the US Attorney, seems to be
more against her than with her. As tensions rise
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between Alex and the feds, she must determine just
how far she is willing to go to uncover the truth—and
uphold the integrity of the office she has so proudly
served. Deadfall proves once again why Linda
Fairstein is hailed as “a champion teller of detective
tales” (USA Today).

Wieland; and Memoirs of Carwin the
Biloquist
This is a ripped-from-the-headlines thriller that takes
Alexandra Cooper into the dark underside of New York
City's most storied restaurants and a murder case
spanning continents. Forty-eight hours after
Alexandra Cooper arrives in France to visit her
boyfriend and famed restaurateur, Luc Rouget, her
vacation in paradise is cut short when a young woman
from the village is found murdered. The only evidence
discovered on the body is one of Luc's matchboxes
promoting his new restaurant in New York. But before
the investigation begins, Alex is summoned back to
New York to handle a high profile case. Mohammed
Gil-Darsin, the distinguished and wealthy head of the
World Economic Bureau, has been arrested and
accused of attacking a maid in his hotel. As the world
watches in fascination to see how the scandal will
unfold, Alex finds her attention torn between
preparing the alleged victim to testify and a murder
case with ties too close to home. A second body is
found with Luc's matchbox, this time in Brooklyn, and
Alex begins to fear that the two cases may not be as
unrelated as she thought, and that uncovering the
sordid secrets of the city's most wealthy and powerful
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could cost her and her loved ones everything they
hold dear.

Cold Hit
The real-life work of sex-crimes prosecutor Linda
Fairstein brought "riveting authenticity" (Vanity Fair)
to her bestselling debut novel, Final Jeopardy. Now
Fairstein's fictional counterpart -- smart and savvy
assistant D.A. Alexandra Cooper -- returns in "[a]
Grisham-esque page turner" (Time) that puts Alex in
the line of fire. New York City's oldest and largest
medical center is the scene of a ghastly attack: top
neurosurgeon Gemma Dogen is found in her bloodsoaked office, where she has been sexually assaulted,
stabbed, and designated by the cops as a "likely to
die." By the time Alex has plunged into the case, it's a
high-profile, media-infested murder investigation with
a growing list of suspects from among those who
roam the hospital's labyrinthine halls. As Alex's
passion to find the killer intensifies, she discovers this
hospital is not a place of healing but of deadly peril -and that she is the next target for lethal violence. A
high-style thriller that sweeps from Manhattan to
London to Martha's Vineyard, Likely to Die is an
exhilarating tale from a justice system insider and
provocative novelist.

Hell Gate
Lethal Legacy
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Even if you only have a few minutes to spare each
day, with this book you'll enjoy creating stylish
crochet projects that are gorgeous - and take nearly
no time at all. Here are 50 innovative projects, large
and small, for you, your children and your home. All
have been designed to give fast results - from pretty
necklaces, gloves and jackets to beautiful children's
fashions and stylish home accessories. Make the most
of a few spare minutes while travelling on the train,
waiting for the bus or taking a work break - and you'll
be surprised just how quickly these clever projects
come together. Divided into five chapters, there's also
an equipment and techniques section to guide you
through basic stitches and essential techniques, so
even beginners can start to crochet straight away.
Whether you're a beginner or handy with a hook,
Crochet in No Time will inspire you to create fabulous,
fun projects right now.

The Kills
Assistant D.A. Alexandra Cooper investigates the
murder of Manhattan professor Lola Dakota, a crime
whose only clue lies in "The Deadhouse," the
Roosevelt Island site where smallpox patients were
sent to die in the nineteenth century.

Into the Lion's Den
Bennie Rosato is fighting the battle of her life -against her own twin. The action starts innocently
enough, with a stolen wallet, but in no time events
escalate and the twin wreaks havoc that can be
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created only by a dead ringer. Her twin tries to
destroy Bennie's law firm, Rosato & Associates, and
then strikes at her very heart -- which just happens to
be otherwise engaged by a handsome, hunky
stranger with the perfect amount of chest hair. But
when a brutal murder occurs, Bennie realizes that the
stakes have turned deadly. And the face of evil looks
like her own.

Entombed
Discovering the murdered body of a young woman in
Central Park, New York Assistant DA Alex Cooper and
Detective Mike Chapman uncover disturbing links
between the savage crime and a string of cold-case
disappearances.

What Do I Read Next? 2003
In her seventeenth Alexandra Cooper novel, New York
Times bestselling author Linda Fairstein delivers an
edge-of-your-seat thriller that explores the secretsand
terrible dangerof New York City's waterfront. The
Manhattan waterfront is one of New York City's most
beautiful vistas, boasting both the noble Statue of
Liberty and the George Washington Bridge, the
world's busiest for motor vehicles. But inDevil's
Bridge, Assistant DA Alex Cooper will discover the
menace that lurks in this seemingly benign corner of
New York City as she and Detective Mike Chapman, in
the midst of their own growing relationship, take on a
case that forces them into their most vulnerable
positions yetapart from each other, as a killer's
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twisted plan draws ever closer to home.

Likely to Die
Northern New Jersey has a new local hero on its
cultural crime turf.He's Andy Carpenter, the Paterson
defense attorney who can sling a quip as fast as he
can outmaneuver a snarling prosecutor. Acclaimed
author David Rosenfelt's first novel, was nominated
for an Edgar Award, now in this new novel, the
intrepid lawyer is thrust into the spotlight where he
risks becoming a media victimof the most fatal kind.
His streak of murder case acquittals made him a
regular on cable talk shows. His recent $22 million
inheritance bought him a dog rescue operation
named the Tara Foundation after his own beloved
golden retriever. Yet after turning down cases left and
right, Andy Carpenter thinks he's facing a midlife
crisis. When a friend, a newspaper owner, calls in a
favor and asks him to protect his star reporter, Andy
is less than thrilled. His new client is Daniel
Cummings, a journalist who is being used as a
mouthpiece by a brutal serial killer. Things only get
worse when Daniel is discovered near the body of the
murderer's latest victim. And after Andy himself starts
collecting anonymous death threats, he hears the
news every defense lawyer dreadsand moves to
within a dangerous keystroke of becoming tomorrow's
obituary.

Blind Descent
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Sudden Death
Cold Hit On a steamy August evening, Assistant DA
Alexandra Cooper is called to a crime scene. The body
pulled from the water is that of a young woman with
her hands and feet bound to a ladder. Her elegant
clothes and manicured nails suggest affluent
connections, but just how well-connected she is
surprises even Alex. Soon she and her NYPD detective
colleagues are hunting for a killer in a world where
priceless art meets big money in a lethal mix The
Deadhouse University professor Lola Dakota's abusive
husband is finally stopped when the police hear of his
plans to hire a hitman and set a trap for him. It goes
well, and he is soon safely behind bars. But less than
a couple of hours later Lola is murdered. Alex Cooper
is brought in to help, and finds herself in the strange
world of academia at Columbia University. Amongst
all the usual scandal is an unusual research site on an
island near Manhattan - the remains of a Victorian
penitentiary and morgue - the Deadhouse.

Words on Cassette 2002
A guide to series fiction lists popular series, identifies
novels by character, and offers guidance on the order
in which to read unnumbered series.

Death Dance
It's August in New York, and the only thing that's
hotter than the pavement is Manhattan D.A. Alex
Cooper's personal and professional life. Just as she's
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claiming an especially gratifying victory in a rape
case, she gets the call: the body of a young woman
has been found in an abandoned building. The
brutality of the murder is disturbing enough, but when
a second body is found in Brooklyn, beaten and
disposed of in the exact same manner, the city's top
brass want the killer found fast. Relying on razor
sharp instincts, a whip-smart partner, and one big
break Alex races to find the killer and keep him from
killing again, even if it's at her own peril. Copy and
paste the URL below into your browser to download a
free pdf of Linda Fairstein's new novel, Hell Gate,
available in hardcover March 2010: http://knopfdouble
day.com/marketing/Hell_Gate_Chapter_1.pdf From the
Paperback edition.

Bowker's Guide to Characters in Fiction
2007
New York Times bestselling author Linda Fairstein
explores the depths of Manhattan's secretive
Rockefeller University in this timely, captivating
thriller about the deep--and often
deadly--reverberations of past sins. Assistant DA
Alexandra Cooper of the Manhattan Sex Crimes Unit is
finally back at work following a leave of absence, and
not a moment too soon. With more women feeling
empowered to name their abusers, Alex is eager to
return to the courtroom to do what she does best. But
even she can't anticipate the complexity of her first
case when she meets Lucy, a young woman who
testified years earlier at a landmark federal trial . . .
and now reveals that she was sexually assaulted by a
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prominent official during that time. Yet Lucy's isn't the
only secret Alex must uncover, with rumors swirling
about one colleague's abusive conduct behind closed
doors and another's violent, mysterious collapse. As
the seemingly disparate cases of her client,
adversary, and friend start to intertwine, Alex, along
with NYPD detectives Mike Chapman and Mercer
Wallace, finds herself in uncharted territory within
Manhattan's Rockefeller University, a premier
research institute, hospital, and cornerstone of higher
learning. But not even the greatest minds in the city
can help her when unearthed secrets begin to collide
in dangerous ways . . . and unless she can uncover
the truth, the life-saving facility just may become her
grave.

Killer Heat
_________ 'WE ARE LIVERPOOL - THIS MEANS MORE.'
JÜRGEN KLOPP Allez Allez Allez is the inside account
of Liverpool FC during the Klopp era, including the
2018/19 campaign which saw the club compete in the
most gripping Premier League title race in history and
become Champions of Europe for the sixth time.
Featuring access to management, players and staff,
Allez Allez Allez explains how Liverpool have emerged
from what Jürgen Klopp described as the “depression”
of 2015 to achieve feats that have eluded an entire
generation of supporters. Through original research
and exclusive interviews, Simon Hughes takes
readers into Melwood, the club’s training ground, and
behind the dressing room door. He takes them to
Chapel Street, where the club’s business is
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determined, and to America, where it is owned. He
takes them into Anfield, where many of the most
important moments are defined, and he takes them
on to the pitches of the Premier League and the
Champions League, as we revisit how Liverpool
stormed their way to the top of the Premier League
this season.

Silent Mercy
Following the success of Bury the Lead, David
Rosenfelt delivers a "wise cracking legal thriller"
featuring Defense Attorney Andy Carpenter
(Publishers Weekly). Kenny Schilling is the new star
running back for the New York Giants.Troy Preston
was a wide receiver for the Jets, until his recent
murder. Could rivalry have turned Kenny Schilling into
a cold-blooded killer? The police say yes.And now the
football hero needs a good lawyer-quick. Still basking
in the glow of his last successful case, Andy Carpenter
is called to defend Kenny's innocence. Then it's
revealed that Troy wasn't the only murdered player
Kenny was in contact with. Now, amid a collapsing
personal life and death threats from a drug king-who
may or may not have a hand in things-Andy must
keep his eye on the ball during what could become
the media trial of the century.

Devil's Bridge
Anthropologist Dr. Bill Brockton founded Tennessee's
world-famous Body Farm—a small piece of land where
corpses are left to decay in order to gain important
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forensic information. Now, in the wake of a shocking
crime in nearby Chattanooga, he's called upon by Jess
Carter—the rising star of the state's medical
examiners—to help her unravel a murderous puzzle.
But after re-creating the death scene at the Body
Farm, Brockton discovers his career, reputation, and
life are in dire jeopardy when a second, unexplained
corpse appears in the grisly setting. Accused of a
horrific crime—transformed overnight from a
respected professor to a hated and feared pariah—Bill
Brockton will need every ounce of his formidable
forensic skills to escape the ingeniously woven net
that's tightening around him . . . and to prove the
seemingly impossible: his own innocence.

Bury the Lead
When Elizabeth Stuart starts looking for a new home
for herself and her son, somewhere she can recover
from a particularly bruising divorce, Still Creek seems
the answer to her dreams. Hidden in the lush Amish
farmlands of Minnesota, Still Creek offers a sanctuary
to the splintered family who look forward to settling
down there. But on their arrival the locals are
distinctly cool to the newcomers. And when Elizabeth
becomes involved in a murder case, she realises that
there is a lot more to life in Still Creek than meets the
eye.

The Deadhouse
Library Journal
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These two novels tell the story of the arrival and
affect of the mysterious Carwin on a small
Pennsylvanian community prior to the American
Revolution

Talking book topics
On a steamy August evening, after an exhausting day
in court, Assistant DA Alexandra Cooper is called to a
crime scene. Alongside her colleagues, NYPD
detectives Mike Chapman and Mercer Wallace, she
views the body of a young woman pulled from the
water with her hands and feet obscenely tied to a
ladder. But who is she? Her elegant clothes and
manicured nails suggest affluent connections, but just
how well-connected she is surprises even Alex. From
luxurious Fifth Avenue apartments to the avant garde
galleries of Chelsea, Alex, Mike and Mercer hunt for a
killer in a world where priceless art meets big money
in a lethal mix.

Dead Ringer
Investigating the disappearance of a world-famous
dancer who went missing during a Lincoln Center
performance, investigator Alex Cooper and her
colleagues find themselves drawn into the underworld
of Manhattan's theatrical community and
simultaneously pursuing a doctor who has been
drugging and assaulting women. By the author of
Entombed. Reprint.

Cold Hit
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The gold standard for readers' advisory, this book
represents an essential resource for LIS students and
practicing librarians who want to better understand
readers, reading interests, and fiction and nonfiction
genres.

Books Out Loud
The New York Times bestselling author of Devil's
Bridge and renowned former Manhattan prosecutor
delivers a mesmerizing Alexandra Cooper novel set at
the crossroads of big money, high culture, and
murder The Bone Vault begins in the Metropolitan
Museum of Art's glorious Temple of Dendur, where
wealthy donors have gathered to celebrate a
controversial new exhibit. An uneasy mix of
scholarship, showbiz, and aggressive marketing, "A
Modern Bestiary" will be a joint venture of the Met
and the American Museum of Natural History. With its
IMAX time trips and Rembrandt refrigerator magnets,
the "Bestiary" has raised fierce opposition from some
of New York's museum elite. Assistant DA Alexandra
Cooper, off duty for the evening, observes the
developing tensions with bemused interest until Met
director Pierre Thibodaux pulls her aside. He needs
her advice. There's an urgent problem out at a
loading dock on a New Jersey pier. A Twelfth Dynasty
mummified princess, enclosed for eternity in a huge
stone sarcophagus, is about to take a long voyage to
Cairo as part of a routine museum exchange. But
Cleopatra is missing, and in her place is the not-somummified body of a woman many centuries younger
than her royal predecessor. Who is this woman with
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the small physique, the dark hair, and the shiny
barrette? What is her connection, if any, to the
rarefied world of priceless art and objects? And how
and when did she become entombed in the
sarcophagus? Teaming with cops Mike Chapman and
Mercer Wallace, Alex must explore behind the scenes
at the elegant but severe Metropolitan, travel uptown
to the remote setting of the Cloisters and its medieval
trove of funerary art, and on to the massive array of
beasts and bones at the Museum of Natural History.
Somewhere deep within the bowels of one of these
great cultural centers, a killer may wait. Atmospheric,
chilling, and rich with the kind of procedural
authenticity that only Linda Fairstein can provide, The
Bone Vault is a page-turning tour de force from one of
crime writing's brightest stars.

Death Angel
With her own job at the DA's office in jeopardy, and
the temptation to self-medicate her PTSD with alcohol
almost too strong to resist, Alex is not anyone's first
choice for help. But she is determined to uncover the
grime--and the possible homicide--beneath the glitz.
Along with detectives Mike Chapman and Mercer
Wallace, Alex must penetrate the twisted roots and
mixed motives among the high-profile players in the
Garment District. The investigation takes the trio from
the missing money in Wolf Savage's international
fashion house to his own recovery from addiction;
from the role of Louisiana Voodoo in his life to his
excessive womanizing; and to the family secrets he
kept so well-hidden, even from those closest to
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him--just as things are about to get deadly on the
catwalk. With Killer Look, Linda Fairstein proves once
again why she is the "Queen of Intelligent
Suspense."* *Lee Child.

Final Jeopardy
Manhattan sex crimes prosecutor Alexandra Cooper
discovers that her current date rape case has become
complicated by her client's secrets, as well as by a
colleague's investigation into the murder of an elderly
Harlem woman.

Still Waters
Night Watch
New York Times bestselling and Nero Award–winning
author Linda Fairstein takes readers to the greatest
heights and deepest depths of New York City in this
riveting Alexandra Cooper thriller, filled with the
former prosecutor’s unique blend of authenticity,
history, and suspense. Bad Blood finds Assistant DA
Alexandra Cooper deeply involved in a complicated,
high-profile homicide case. Defendant Brendan
Quillian, a prominent young businessman, is charged
with the brutal strangulation of his beautiful young
wife, Amanda. His conviction is not a certainty:
Quillian was conveniently out of town on the day of
the killing, and he has hired a formidable defense
attorney who seems one step ahead of Cooper as the
trial opens. But with the help of detectives Mike
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Chapman and Mercer Wallace, she is confident she
can prove Quillian paid a hit man to commit the
crime. Halfway through the trial, a major catastrophe
alters the course of Alex's case. A cataclysmic explosion rips through New York City's Water Tunnel #3,
a spectacular feat of modern engineering that will be
completed years in the future. Carved through
bedrock six hundred feet underground, the tunnel will
replace a vital artery in the city's rapidly deteriorating
water supply system. Was the blast caused by
terrorism? Political retribution? Or was it merely an
accident? Cooper is quickly drawn into the trag-edy
when she discovers a strange connection linking
Brendan Quillian to the tunnel workers killed in the
explosion. At the same time, Alex meets a
mysterious, handsome stranger. Should she get to
know him better? Before the answer is clear, she is
pulled back into the case, which is becoming more
dangerous by the hour. She and Chapman descend
deep into the earth to penetrate the subterranean
universe of the sandhogs, as the brotherhood of
tunnel workers are colorfully known. Their probe soon
leads to another murder victim, whose blood may
hold the key to Cooper's mesmerizingly complex case.
One closely held secret reveals another, and soon
Alex discovers that only by unraveling ancient
rivalries among sandhog families will she be able to
solve the murder of Amanda Quillian—and save her
own life as well. A riveting tale of up-to-the-minute
urban intrigue, Bad Blood is rich with New York City
lore and fascinating legal insights that only Fairstein,
Manhattan's former sex crimes prosecutor, can
deliver. Told in her signature authentic style, Bad
Blood is packed with the same twists and turns that
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made her last novel, Death Dance, a runaway
bestseller and that never fail to thrill her legions of
devoted readers.
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